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Overview 
 
NEESgrid, the pioneering cyberinfrastructure that connects earthquake engineering 
researchers throughout the USA and the world, was launched officially in October 2004. 
Building on the idea of integrating physical and computational simulations, the NEESgrid 
software brings together components for sharing knowledge, enabling researchers to 
breach disciplinary and geographical barriers to deliver innovative solutions to problems 
of seismic safety.  
 
NEESgrid accomplishes this by providing a single remote login service that uses Grid 
security credentials for authentication and authorization, thus enabling secure, uniform 
access to distributed computing resources and experimental equipment. NEESgrid’s use 
of the Grid makes possible large-scale experiments, which consist of both computational 
and physical modeling. NEESgrid also demonstrates the remarkable impacts that Grid 
technologies can have on the practice of engineering, and has greatly enhanced our 
understanding of how to build and deploy effective Grid applications. 
 
Background 
 
A fundamental component of earthquake engineering research is the use of physical 
simulation apparati, such as shaking tables, reaction walls, or geotechnical centrifuges.  
One major and rather apparent difficulty with physical equipment, however, is lack of 
remote access--requiring researchers from other institutions to make special visits to the 
equipment sites in order to conduct long-distance research and collaborations. 
Consequently, the earthquake engineering community has not been able to make 
maximum use of physical equipment sites. 
 
The original intention of the George E. Brown, Jr. Network for Earthquake Engineering 
Simulation (NEES), an NSF-funded research initiative launched in 1999, was to 
"transform the nation’s ability to carry out earthquake engineering research, to obtain 
information vital to develop improved methods for reducing the nation’s vulnerability to 
catastrophic earthquakes, and to educate new generations of engineers, scientists and 
other specialists committed to improving seismic safety."1  
 

                                                 
1 The NEES System Integration Team. NEESgrid TR-2004-13:  Introduction to NEESgrid. August 23, 
2004. http://it.nees.org/documentation/pdf/TR_2004_13.pdf  
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A major component of the NEES initiative is the NEESgrid—a grid infrastructure that 
currently connects equipment sites and resources for computation, model-based 
simulation, data management, and communication at 16 different universities across the 
United States. NEESgrid allows scientists to remotely access physical experimental 
setups and conduct experiments over long distances. In addition, NEESgrid makes 
possible experiments involving combined multi-site physical/computational simulation; 
provides powerful data storage and management capabilities; includes tools for 
collaboration and communication; and is easily accessible to users through a Web 
browser interface.  
 
The NEESgrid was developed over a four-year period, from 2000–2004, by the NEES 
System Integration (SI) Team, a collaboration consisting of 11 universities, national 
laboratories, and private sector partners. NEESgrid software provides these services to 
the NEES system:  
 

• Core Grid services provide security and managed grid resources during all site-
to-site transactions.  

• A Common User Interface provides a readily accessible Web interface to the 
experiment telepresence, data and collaboration features before, during, and after 
the experiment.  

• Data Acquisition and Streaming Data Services enable the transfer of sensor 
data from the local data acquisition system to the remote users and to repositories.  

• Data Management Services manage the data and metadata produced by both 
physical and computational components as well as pre-experiment setup and 
calibration data.  

• Active Telepresence (Control) Services enable control of both physical and 
computational experiment components by a coordinating software application.  

• Passive Telepresence Services allow remote observation of the experiment and 
capturing data from remote experiment  

 
 
In October 2004, NEESgrid became fully operational and was transitioned to the San 
Diego Supercomputing Center. SDSC, in a partnership with Oregon State University, the 
University of Michigan, and the University of California at Berkeley, will now be 
responsible for the grid's maintenance and operations. Members of the SI team will 
continue to collaborate with NEESit to further enhance the NEESgrid's capabilities. 
 
NEESgrid and the Grid 
 
The NEESgrid infrastructure relies on a single Grid service interface, the NEESgrid 
Teleoperations Control Protocol (NTCP), which provides the connection between the 
physical experiment, the remote user, and, in the case of a hybrid experiment, the 
simulation coordinator. In an NTCP operation, a client sends a proposal (a set of 
requested actions) to an NTCP server. When the proposal is accepted, the client issues an 
execute command that sets in motion the requested action. This separation of proposal 
and execution means that the client can confirm that a given action is acceptable at the 
involved experimental sites before it takes place. If proposals are rejected, the client can 
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send a cancel request. When a transaction successfully completes, it returns results to the 
client, which determine successive sets of action requests.  
 
Remote users can observe the experiment via a telepresence system, which uses 
commodity hardware and software to provide a video feed and basic camera control to 
remote observers. Users can also observe data via the NEESgrid Streaming Data Service 
(NSDS), which provides streaming data in real time in a "TiVO"-like fashion, allowing 
observers to interact with live data.  
 
When the experiment is completed, data are then stored in the NEESgrid data and 
metadata repository where, because they are archived incrementally, the data can be 
accessed later for analysis and experimentation. Collaborating, communicating, 
observing, and interacting with data and with other participants are all accomplished 
using an interface based on the CompreHensive collaborative Framework (CHEF). 
 
The Role of NMI Components in NEESgrid 
 
The NEESgrid infrastructure is based on mechanisms provided by the Globus Toolkit’s 
implementation of the Open Grid Services Infrastructure (OGSI) specification. The result 
is an assemblage of "domain-specific Grid services, platform-specific interfaces, and user 
interface tools that make it possible to construct, perform and monitor distributed hybrid 
earthquake engineering experiments conducted across geographically and 
organizationally distributed sites with heterogeneous equipment and policy."2 
 
Components of NMI software play crucial roles in all aspects of the NEESgrid, but they 
are particularly instrumental in the core grid services, which provide security and manage 
grid resources. Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) enables secure authentication and 
communication over an open network. The GSI-OpenSSH tool provides a remote login 
service that uses Grid security credentials for authentication and authorization, enabling 
system administrators and other authorized users to log in to the NEESpop using their 
NEESgrid credentials. The distribution also includes the MyProxy package, which 
includes the MyProxy client software used by the CHEF portal to obtain Grid credentials 
for users who log in to the CHEF portal via standard Web browsers. These Grid 
credentials are then used by CHEF to perform NEESgrid operations (such as accessing 
the NEESgrid data repository, submitting simulation jobs, or subscribing to data streams) 
on behalf of the user. The NEESgrid software has been bundled using the Grid Packaging 
Tools. The NEESgrid data and metadata repository uses GSI for authentication and 
GridFTP to transport files. 
 
One major concern of remote-access physical experimentation is the safety of both the 
participants and the equipment. Although site operators are expected to take all usual 
safety precautions, there are two ways in which the NEESgrid components help alleviate 
safety concerns. First, the Grid-based authentication and access control prevent 

                                                 
2 Pearlman, et al. NEESgrid TR-2004-42:  Distributed Hybrid Earthquake Engineering Experiments:  
Experiences with a Ground-Shaking Grid Application. 
http://it.nees.org/documentation/pdf/TR_2004_42.pdf 
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unauthorized users from accessing the experiment in progress. Second, because NTCP 
does not discriminate between physical and computer simulations, it is particularly useful 
in testing hybrid experiments by computationally simulating the physical components 
before running the experiment itself, thus helping to assure the success and safety of the 
experiment.  
 

NEESgrid provides a prototype for secure, remote access to distributed computing, 
experimental, and simulation resources as well as data, while facilitating collaboration for 
researchers at different institutions. Moreover, it represents a partnership between 
computer scientists and earthquake engineers, which demonstrates the scientific research 
applications of new and previously developed Grid capabilities.  
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